
Fold a grid 8 by 8.

1. 2. 3.

4.
6.

Daisy Bookmark
Designed in 01/05/2023 
Diagrammed in 30/08/2023 by: 
Andy  Li / 李羡 

Difficulty:
Lower Intermediate

Paper size

Folded 
   size

Fold. Like so.

Fold.

5.

Unfold back to 
step 4. Open sink fold.



7. 8. 9.

Flip a layer over.

10.
11. 12.

Fold. Fold. Fold.

13. 14.
15.

Flip one layer up.Fold. Collapse.

Like so.
Open sink fold 
all the layers.



16.

Pull out.

18.17.

19. 20.

22.

21.

23.
24.

Pull up
elias stretch. Pull up.

Elias stretch

Squash fold. Flip up.

Close. Repeat step 22-23
 on upper opposite side. Flip a layer to

the right.

Valley fold.



25. 26. 27.

28.
29.

31.

30.

32. 33.

Tuck the 2 flaps inside
the pocket.

Flip back.
Flip down
 and behind.

Valley fold. Pull and press with 
only one layer.

Valley fold.

Complete.
Fold behind.

Pull and press.



Xian Li

Origami 
 Marine
Reptiles



Paper: Thin double tissue for best shaping

Spinosaurus maroccanus 2.0
designed by 李羡/Andy Li on the 27/03/2022 
diagrammed on 28/11/2022
Color change: Yes

Recommended size: 50cm square paper for a 20 cm long and 12 cm
high origami.
Difficulty diagram: average
Difficulty cp: easy 

8. 9.

5.4.

7.

3.

6.

1. 2.



10.

15.

11. 12.

14.13.

16. 17. 18.

19. 20. 21.



Crease the angle bisector

Precrease the angle bisector Precrease another angle 
bisector

Precrease the angle bisector Precrease the angle bisector Precrease the angle bisector

25.

22. 23. 24.

26. 27.

28. 29. 30.

. 32. 33.31.



Precrease the angle bisector Precrease the fingers Precrease the toes. Spoiler alert

Precrease the eyes of the neck. 
Spoilers again!

Precrease the head. Triple 
spoilers!!

Collapsing time :)Precreasing finished! Give yourself a pat 
on the back.

Same goes for the back.

A full scope of the picture.

Like this.Open flap.

37.

34. 35. 36.

38.
39.

41.40. 42.

43.

43.5.
44. 45.



Open sink fold.
Rotate 90 degrees 
downwards and 
swing the tail out.

Collapsing process
Collapsing process. after collapsing turn
it 90 degrees upward.

If you're unsure about where 
references are then just look for 
the precreases you did earlier. 
Unless you skiped over them >:(

Petal fold

Repeat on the opposite side.

50.

46. 47. 48. 49.

52.51.

53.
54.

55.

56.

57.
58.

59.
60.

61.



Inside the back end of the 
tail to view the collapse 
crease lines.

Repeat from behind.

Like so.

Repeat from behind.
Sink fold the fingers, 
another tedious task, but 
not for me. :p

Pull the top flap forward 
abit.

Turn the flap over to the side.

Hide the 2 flaps. Open sink fold one of the flaps 
and tug the other flap inside.

Repeat behind. Repeat behind.

62.
63.

64.

65.
66. 67.

68.
69. 70.

71. 72. 73.

74. 75. 76.

77.

78.

79.



Outside reverse fold.
Repeat behind. Repeat behind.

Repeat behind.

Repeat behind.

Repeat behind.

Closed sink fold the chin and 
fold the eye flap behind. Flip the head open.

Open sink fold.

A closer shot of the 
eyes. Open up and say ahhh!

Like so.

Like so.

And close it 
back up.

Like so.

93.

91.

89.

86.

83.

80. 81.

84.

82.

85.

87. 88.

90.

92.

94.



Notice curved folds 
before you close it 
up this time.

Like so. Closed sink fold.

Like so.

Valley fold 
in.

Like so.
Valley fold.

Like so.
Make elias 
stretch 
folds.

102.

100.
101.

103.

98.
99.

96.
97.

95.



And 
flattern. Valley 

folds.

Like so.
Valley 
folds.

Like so.
Make a 
elias 
stretch.

Flip over 
the flap.

110.

108.

106.

104.
105.

107.

109.



Like so.

Valley fold.

Like So.

111.

112.

113.



Like So.

Pull out the teeth 
of the jaw and 
shape them.

114.

115.

116.



Like so.

Pleat fold

122.

123.
124.

117. 118.

119.
120.

121.

125. 126.

Press the mouth 
to shape. And 
flip the teeth 
out.



Flip a toe to the left.

Repeat from behind..

Shape well.

127.

Shape the head.

128.

Flip up.

129.

Reverse fold.

Sink fold the toes.

Crimp fold.

130.

132.131.

133. 134.

135.
136.



Crimp fold.

137.
138.

141.

Mountain fold the eye. 
And repeat behind.

Apply crimp folds on the 
neck.

144.

Shape the arms.

Flip over the hiden 
flap.

139.

Repeat behind.

140.

142.

143.

Like so.

All done.

Apply wire with a little
bit of mc glue can do 
wonders. Also I shaped the 
legs a bit differently here.

145.

146.



Fold diagonally and 
unfold.

Fold corner to corner
but only mark the edge.

Mark the intersection of
the diagonal and the line
connecting the mark made
in step 2 with the other corner.

1 2 3

6

Fold a horizontal and vertical
line that goes through the 
intersection mark made in
step 3. Now fold the paper into 

3rds.

Like so.

Divide the vertical grid 
line into 6ths.

Now divide the horizontal
grid line into 6ths as
shown.

Mountain fold the diagonal lines 
between the intersection marked 
as shown on the diagram.

4

9

5

8

7

Fairy

Simple stag beetle
Diagrammed 04/07/2022.
Just skip to step 65 all 
together, the crease pattern 
grid is 24 by 24 grid.

Diagram difficulty: Intermediate
crease pattern: simple
Colour change: yes
To fold the beetle follow the
steps chronologically
To fold the fiary, switch steps on 
step 65

Diagrammed 
26/12/2022.

designed by 
李羨/Andy Li

Pa
p
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Fold the lines between the grids
no further than as shown.

Valley fold between the grided
lines as indicated.

Fold the lines as indicated on 
the diagram.

Fold along the grided lines as
shown on the diagram.

Precrease diagonal lines on the
grids no further than as shown.

Fold and unfold as shown.

Precrease the paper as shown. Precrease the paper as shown
like so.

Mountain and valley fold along
lines as shown.

Mountain and valley fold along
lines indicated on step 18.

Collapse the paper like so. Push in the valley folded area as
shown, the paper will not lay flat.
Repeat step 21 on the opposite
side of the model.
Look at the next step for
guidance.

10 11 12

151413

16 17 18

19
20

21



Pleat like so.

22

Fold the precreased areas as shown. And collapse as shown, like so.
See step 24 for the result.

Repeat step 24 on the 
opposite side.

23

24

2625

27

Pleat as shown. Like so.
Unfold from step 27 
to step 24.

Open sink as shown. 
Result looks like step 29.

Open sink the pleated area.
Fold a crease over
all the back layers. Pull the
marked flap to the right to show
the hidden layers

Mountain and valley fold to shape it
like into a box. The model will not lay 
flat.

28
29

30

31 32 33

90°

Rotate the modle 90° downwards so
then the top end of the box faces 
the front.

You can shape the marked section on 
the grid just by pinching the middle
mountain fold line unless your using 
tissue foil. Note the inaccurate
length can be adjusted till you see fit 
later on in the steps.



Pinch and adjust the lines that's been
pinched. it should collapse itself easily 
with the level shifters still intact.

Like so. Pleat and unfold to make 
new creases.Then open sink as 
shown on step 46.

37

4241
40

45
44

43

36

3938

3534

90°

90°

90°180°

Rotate the model upwards 90° until
the front faces the front. Rotate the model 90° to the right 

so the left faces the front.

Pinch to shape the section on the
grid just like you did in the top
section in step 34.

Now rotate the model 180° to the
left until the right side of the box
faces the front and repeat the same
thing you did in step 37. 

Like so. Note the pinched creases
you made needs to stay in shape.
Rotate the model 90° to the right
until the front faces the front.

Pinch mountain and valley fold the
selected lines. Note you do not need 
to collapse it just yet.

Like so. Look in the circled area
to the corner section.

Feel free to skip these two circled steps
and look at step 43 if the image isn't clear 
to you. Basically you have to the open sink
the corner and leave a pinch in the center of it.

Like so. Look in the next
step for a wider view of it.

Repeat steps 40-42 on the left side.
Note how some precreases have
disappeared. This is to help you be 
less confused about the collapsing 
process since you don't use those 
creases.



Like so. Then flip over the two flaps. Pleat over the precreases and then 
open sink them flaps.

Like so. Open the flaps up not all
the way, like in step 49.

Then open sink fold the precreases
that are indicated on diagram.

57

56
55

545352

515049

48
47

46

Then open sink the rest of the precreases
marked on the diagram.

And collapse the paper like so
The paper will now lie flat.

If everything is in order then
turn a page open like a pop up
book.

Like so.

Then pull out and crease a hidden flap in the 
paper located on the diagram.

Like so.

Now valley fold the top flap down. Close and collapse the model to
the right like a book.



Still collapsing 

Then rotate the paper 180°
clock/anticlockwise. 

Flip a layer of flap to the right 
side like turning the page of a book.

Flip a layer of flap
upwards like pulling 
a lever.

Flip another layer of flap up,
kind of like flipping a switch.

Valley fold the right side to the 
left kind of like turning the page 
of a book. Then repeat steps 
66-69 on the right side. Once done
make sure the model is facing the
back, like the back cover of a book.

58

6362
61

6059

64 65

69
68

67

66

Turn over a page on the right like
a pop up book.

Like so. Fold and reverse fold the precreases.
Note that some precreases are not marked
as folded because they are already seen
as mountain folds.

Clearer side view that was missing
from step 60.

Collapsing process. 
 Aaaa!! don't look.

180°

Repeat steps 58-64 on the right side.. 



Inside reverse fold the legs
apart to the sides.

Like so. Turn the model
over.

Valley fold the layers down 
including the colour changed 
mandibles. Then flip the model 
over.

Valley fold the layer up. Do a pleat fold. Like so. Then do a
180 degree anticlowise
rotation.

Like so. Then flip the model
over so the back faces the 
front.

180

Fold the legs outwards 
to the sides and flatten.

Thin the legs by valley folding
over them.

Then rabbit ear fold the legs
and press down flat. Unfold step 79 and close it again with

a crimp fold. And shape the tips of the 
legs to taste. Then repeat steps 77-80
on the left side.

Like so. Turn the model over
so the back faces the front.

73

727170

76

75
74

81
80

79

78
77



Book fold the legs open, so 
the inner layer shows, kind of
like opening a mail or a birthday 
card.

Mountain fold the sides of the 
abdomen down and elias stretch 
end point of the abdomen open. 
Fold the mandibles tooth out to show 
on both sides. Rabbit ear the mandibles
outwards and crimp the middle section
of the mandible diagonally inwards.

Valley fold the legs into the
middle section.

Your stag beetle is now complete.

Rabbit ear the upper legs and crimp 
fold the legs up together at once and 
then shape the tarsal claws to taste.Like so.

Valley fold the legs closed upwards.

88

87
86

85

848382

65

Back to step 65 for the fairy.

66

Close the abdomen

89



67 68 69 70

Close it back up and repeat 
steps 69 - 71 on the opposite 
side.

71 72

73
74

75
76

77

78

Repeat step 77 on the 
other three wings.

Closed sink fold.

Squash fold.

Repeat step 74 on the rest 
of the wings.



78 79 80 81

82

Repeat step 81 to 82 on the 
left side of the head.

83
84

Squash fold.

85

86
87

88

Repeat step 86-88 on 
the left leg.

89

Mountain fold the 
edges of the hair 
behind.

Unrap the hidden layer 
of the hair.



90

Pull up and tuck it in.

91 92
93

90° 90°

Shape well.
Elias stretch the 
the clothes. Fold and press to form

a skirt.

Mountain fold in around the colour 
changed area of the wings to add detail 
to the wings. Apply a little methyl 
cellulose on the neck and put on display.

94

Done.

95



1/2

1. 2. 3.

4. 5.
6.

Folded.

Unfolded.Letter A
Designed and diagrammed
by Andy Li/李羡 

Difficulty: Simple

Fold down.Crease and
fold up.

Fold and pinch.

Fold and pinch. Fold and crease. Mark aligned 
and pinch.

21/09/2023



7. 8. 9.

10. 11. 12.

13.
14. 15.

Crease pinch
and a closer view.

Pinch fold.Fold over.

Mark and pinch.
Pinch.

Pinch crease.
       Repeat steps 11-12 on the 
               right side.

Fold and 
pinch.

Fold and 
pinch.

Fold and 
pinch.



16. 17. 18.

19. 20. 21.

22.

Like so.Fold both sides
behind.

Like so.
Repeat steps 20-22 
on the left side.

Fold over.

Closer view.Align the fold.

Crease and 
squash fold.

Reverse fold 
behind.

    Reverse fold 
    behind.
Repeat steps16-18 on the 
left side.

23. 24.



25.

Complete.

Fold behind to
taste.

Fold behind to
taste.

Fold behind to
taste.

26. 27.



Letter B
Designed by Andy Li/李羨

Unfolded

Collapsed

Diagrammed: 
28/10/2023

Difficulty: 
Lower Intermediate

Pinch and unfold. Pinch and unfold. Fold and unfold.

Fold.
Flip around. Fold over.

1. 2. 3.

4.

5.
6.



Pinch and unfold. Fold over.
Pinch and unfold.

Fold and crease,
then squash fold.

Pinch and unfold. Pinch and unfold.

Fold over. Fold and crease,
then squash fold.

Unfold step 13.

7.
8.

9.

10. 11. 12.

13. 14. 15.



16. 18.

22. 23. 24.

Fold over and unfold. Unfold step 8.

Fold over and collapse. Spread the left and 
right flaps slightly to
mountain fold behind 
the top and bottom 
middle section to taste.

Bring the sides to
the middle. No new
creases made.

17.

Fold over and collapse.

19.

Align the crease to the 
marked point and pinch.

20.

Align the crease to the 
marked point and pinch.

21.

Align the crease to the 
marked point and crease.



26. 27.

28. 29. 30.

Fold and cover the top left 
flap behind.
Tuck the top and bottom 
two flaps inside each other's 
pockets.

Squash and spread. Tuck and sink into
pocket.

Fold behind. Fold behind. Fold behind.

25.

31.

Fold behind.

32.

Display and present.



 
Flicker 

Designed by Andy Li(李羡)

Diagrammed on 23/04/2024
Difficulty: Low Intermediate
Steps: 35

1. 2. 3.

Fold in half
and crease.

Fold in half
and crease.

Fold in half
and crease.

4. 5. 6.

Fold over.
Fold in half and crease.

Fold over.

Folded

Unfolded



7.

Fold in half.

8.
9.

10. 11. 12.

13. 14. 15.

16.
17. 18.

Fold over the
  first layer.

Fold behind.

Fold over. Fold behind. Mountain fold
     behind.

Valley fold up and 
     squash fold.

Valley fold. Unfold to step 14.

Repeat step 14 on
the left side.

Valley fold down. Inside reverse fold
the flap.



Mountain fold the hidden flap inside.
The crease made in step 15.

19. 20.

Repeat steps 17-19 
on the right flap.

21.

Like so.

22.

Valley fold.

23.

Unfold to step 22.

24.

Repeat steps 22-23 on
the right side.25.

Like so.

26.

Valley fold up.

27.

Unfold to step 26.

28. 29.

Inside reverse fold.

Valley/rabbit ear fold the 
hidden flaps. 
The creases made in step 25.

30.

Hide the extra flap inside
the left pocket / or right.



31.

Zoom in.

32.

Mountain fold
behind.

33.

Zoom out.

34.

Rotate 90° anticlockwise.

35.

 for done.



Flicker

Crease. Crease. Fold and unfold.

Crease. Crease. Fold and unfold.

Designed by Andy Li(李羡)

Difficulty : Low Intermediate
Action mode : Flicks super well
Steps : 26 Unfolded

Folded

Diagrammed 11/05/2024 Designed 09/05/2024



Crease. Fold and unfold. Pleat fold.

Crease. Fold over.
Inside reverse 
   petal fold.

Like so. Fold and unfold.
Spread sink fold.16.

Align and crease. Align and crease.
Align and crease.



Fold over. Fold over. Fold behind.

Fold behind. Flip over. Fold behind.

Flip over. Folding complete.



1.
2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

Pinch Pinch Pinch

Pinch Fold and crease Pinch

Letter L 
Designed by Andy Li/李羡

Difficulty: Simple 

10/11/2023 



7. 8. 9.

10. 11. 12.

13. 14. 15.

Fold and crease Pinch Pinch

Fold and crease Pinch Pinch

Fold and crease Fold and crease Fold



16. 17. 18. 19.

20.
21.

Fold over   Fold over
      and 
squash fold.

  Fold behind.  Open sink fold.

Fold over and
open sink fold
the top.

Fold behind. Fold behind.

22. 23.

Done.



马 Flicker
by Andy Li/李羡

P
ap

er
 s

iz
e

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

Fold in half Fold in half and pinch. Fold in half and pinch.

Fold in half and pinch. Fold in half and unfold. Fold in half and pinch.

Zoom in.
Fold in half and pinch. Fold in half and unfold.

Difficulty:        Low Intermediate

Folded

Steps:              67
Type:               Single sheet origami
Color: 2

Diagram date: 7/03/2024 Design date: 16/02/2024

Action model: Flicker



 1
16

 1
16

1
4

10. 11. 12.

13. 14. 15.

16.
17. 18.

Pinch, pinch, pinch, fold and 
repeat on the right side. Pinch, pinch, pinch and fold.

Fold.

Pinch. Zoom in. Pinch, pinch and zoom out.

Zoom in. Pinch and Pinch. Align the edges and fold.



19. 20. 21.

22. 23. 24.

25. 26. 27.

Sink and squash fold, and
fold the right edge to the left.

Fold over and sink it/ or hide 
it behind the layers.
Whichever you like to call it.

Align the edges and fold
over.

Unsink to show the
hidden layers of paper.

Fold 1 layer of paper down. Fold up and hide under the 
top layer of paper.

Sink and squash fold. 
Fold the vertical edge over to 
the right, yarda yarda.

Fold 1 layer to the left. Fold it behind or front and
under, it doesn't matter.



28. 29. 30.

31. 32.

33.

34. 35. 36.

Mountain fold the diagonal 
edge behind.

Fold the top edge down. Fold the top edge down. Fold the top edge down.

Align and valley fold. 
I call this a valley fold.

Unsink and fold over the edge
to show.

Fold or flip the top layer to 
the left.

Valley fold it behind the top
layer. This time it matters.

Fold the vertical edge to the right
and flatten. Careful not the rip 
the top edge corner of the paper. 
PLEASE :|



37. 38. 39.

40. 41. 42.

43. 44. 45.

Phew you made it.
Fold it diagonally upwards
to the right.

Unfold from behind to show 
the layer of color change.

Like so.

Fold the double layers 
diagonally. Why? Who knows, 
I just read what it tells me. 

Unfold 1 layer. Unfold (1 layer). I kinda felt
I had to add that last part
in. Hehe
 

Pull up ( but not all the way). Fold (the paper will not
lie flat). 
That's what they say. 
 

Now it should lie flat
after this step. 
 



46. 47. 48.

49. 50. 51.

52. 53. 54.

Valley fold diagonally down. 
 

Unfold and fold over. 
 

Fold over. 
 

Align crease vertically
and neatly. 
 

Fold diagonally in half and
unfold to step 49. 
 

Fold diagonally in half and
unfold to step 49. 
 

This step and this crease is
optional (but it is helpful). 
 

Mountain and valley fold. 
 

Collapse.
Told you step 52 was helpful. 
 



55. 56.

57.

58. 59. 60.

61. 62. 63.

Fold over to the right 
and hide it. 
 

Valley fold over. Yeah
you understand don't
you. 
 

Step optional, but necessary. 
 

Fold and crease. 
 

Squash fold. 
 

Book fold down. 
 

Sink fold. 
 

Book fold up. 
 

Book fold down. 
 



64. 65. 66.

Sink fold. 
 

Valley fold and sink. 
 

Hide the edges. It doesn't
matter what order. 
 

67.

Ta-da. 
 



1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

Fold in half and crease. Align and crease. Fold in half diagonally
and crease.

Fold and unfold. Fold and unfold.
Fold and unfold.

Difficulty:       Intermediate
Steps:              55
Type:               Box-Pleating
Action model: No

Folded size.

Unfolded.
Diagrammed: 15/03/2024. Designed on 04/03/2024.

Swiss Battering

Wrench
Designed by 
Andy Li/李羡



180°

7. 8. 9.

10. 11.

12. 13. 14.

Fold and unfold. Fold to 24 by 24 grid.
Divide each square 3 times.

Like so.

Crease. simples! 
Then flip it over.

Collapse.

Flip behind.
Rabbit ear fold the top layer 
to the left, and fold the bottom 
layer to the right.

Inside reverse fold.



180°

15. 16. 17.

18.
19.

20.

21.
22. 23.

Inside reverse fold.

Squash fold. Flip out.

Sink fold. Flip over. .Fold inside.

Spread sink.

Fold the corners
to the center.

Mountain fold
behind.



90°

24. 25. 26.

27. 28. 29.

30. 31. 32.

Book fold to
the left.

Mountain fold. Fold up.

Valley fold up to
the left. Zoom in. Fold the inner

flap in half(mountain
or valley).

               Tadaa! 
The extra layer is locked.

Fold up. Flip.
Fold the hidden triangle in half.



33. 34. 35.

36. 37. 38.

39. 40. 41.

Locked! Like so. Pull out. Valley fold.

Valley fold. Fold behind.

Fold down/unfold.

Valley-fold.
Squash folds.
Zoom in. Squash fold.



Mountain-fold and unfold the 
white square diagonally in half, 
making a sharp crease.

Valley-fold the bottom
strip in half, bringing
both ends together.

Insert only the small flap into the other small flap's
pocket so that both small flaps can finally be united,
happily bonded forever.

Valley-fold and unfold, with 
all your might, along the 
sharp crease made in step 46.

42. 43. 44.

45. 46.

47. 48.

Reverse-fold into any one of 
the three most convenient slots. 
Basically, just push the thing in 
and it's bound to work.

49.

By golly, they're locked!
It must be magic! Open up 
and round out the ring. 
Then press down flat.

Zoom in. Mountain fold the top layer
inside the pocket.
Valley fold the bottom ouside.



52.
51.50.

Like so.

Fold to the left. Fold to the right.

53.

Like so.
Repeat steps 50-53 
on the left/backside.

Now shape to taste.

54. 55.

Voila.

Um... Ratchet, we have 
          company.

Where?


